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Diujiul Knee Pads for athletic - Heavy Duty Foam
Padding Gel Construction Knee Pads with Strong
Double Straps
$17.99 $18.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

KEEPS KNEES SAFE & COMFY: Our gel construction knee pads are designed to provide your knees with the extra protection they

need to keep them safe. Using a heavy-duty thick poly shield, our work knee pads prot ect your knees from cuts and scrapes so that

you can work comfortably for longer!
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HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION: By using Heavy-weight nylon thread, we bring you foam soft EVA knee pads that can withstand

years of use while being breathable enough to prevent sweat build-up to keep your knees cool and dry for optimal performance.

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS: Thanks to the soft gel core and durable EVA foam padding you can use our professional construction knee

pads for countless hours making these pads ideal for indoor and outdoor work like Wood Flooring, Gardening, Carpentry, Welding,

Roofing, Tiling, Cleaning and so much more!

STAYS IN PLACE: Our heavy duty knee pads with soft EVA foam padding uses double straps that safely keep it in one place without

loosening or slipping along. We use adjustable clips that easily let you put them on and take them off while allowing you to adjust the

height and tightness of the pads.

THOUGHTFUL GIFT IDEA: If you’re looking for a present that’s both practical and actually useful then our adjustable knee pads for

gardening and construction have you covered. These make a unique and thoughtful gift for both men and women that will help make

working on the floor at home or on the job easier and comfier.
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